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1. INTRODUCTION 
Herein, an equivalence reduction is effected for the symmetrizable boundary 
problems of Jones [I] not previously treated. The results also afford an 
insight into more general forms of self-adjoint and symmetrizable problems. 
Under consideration are linear differential problems with integral boundary 
conditions, written in vector-matrix form as 
i?[y] = y’ - A(x)y = hB(x)y, 
0’1 = My@) + Ny(4 + j-” WY ds = 0, n 
(1.1) 
and symmetrizable in the sense of [l, Section 51. 
For quick reference, in Section 2 necessary and sufficient conditions for 
linear independence of the boundary conditions, and for (1 .I) to be sym- 
metrizable under a nonsingular skew-Hermitian transformation 
W> = [T,b% T&4; -K*(x), Cl, (l-2) 
together with the reduction obtained in [I] in case the matrix T4 is non- 
singular, are reprinted. .Y-symmetrizable problems with T, E 0 are treated 
in Section 3, and the general case rank T4 = r, 0 < Y < n, is considered in 
Section 4, wherein an equivalent symmetrizable problem of simpler form is 
obtained. In the last section, the above reduction is applied to an example 
in [I], and, further, it is shown that, in general, problems with rank T4 = Y, 
0 < Y < tt, are representable as v-dimensional integro-boundary-differential 
problems of the type considered in [3]. 
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Matrix notation will be employed throughout, and inasmuch as is 
practicable will follow that used in [l]. Thus, n x n square matrices will be 
represented by bold face Roman capital letters with I denoting the identity 
matrix, 2n x 2n matrices by capitals in script type, and n-dimensional 
vectors by Roman lower case letters in italic type. Bold face Roman capitals 
with superscripts or two subscripts will represent submatrices of n x n 
matrices, while, more frequently, Greek capital letters will represent matrices 
of arbitrary dimension other than n x n. Lower case Greek letters, unless 
representing the scalar parameter h as in (1 .l), will denote various-dimensional 
vectors. An exception to the above will be the use of I, , 4 integral, to denote 
the p x 4 identity matrix. Moreover, vector operators such as in (1.1) will 
be denoted by German letters, while the operations of conjugate transpose 
and differentiation for both vectors and matrices will be denoted by * and 
‘, respectively. Finally, the notation [A, B; C, D], used in [l] to represent 
the 2n x 2n matrix 
AB 
( 1 C D’ 
will be employed more generally to provide corresponding representations 
whenever the row and column dimensions are consistent, and, similarly, 
the symbol m,, ; M$ will denote the matrix p& M&J* if the column 
dimensions of Ml1 and M,, coincide. 
2. PREVIOUS RESULTS 
For systems (1.1) it will be assumed, as in [l], that the elements of the 
n x n matrices A(x), B(x) and F(x) are complex-valued, continuous functions 
of the real variable x on [a, b], M and N n x n constant complex-valued 
matrices, X a scalar parameter, and that the boundary forms s[y] are linearly 
independent. 
For reference, the results in [l] on necessary and sufficient conditions for 
linear independence of boundary conditions, and for symmetrizability under 
a nonsingular, skew-Hermitian transformation, are now listed. 
THEOREM 2.1 of [I]. A necessary and sufi&nt condition that the elements 
of the boundary form e[y] be linearly independent is that the n x 3n matrix 
@W N F(x)] be row-linearly-independenndent on [a, b]. 
LEMMA 5.1 of [l]. A necessary and sz@cient condition that (1.1) be 
symmetrizable under a 2n x 2n skew-Hermitian matrix F(x) E [T1(x), 
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T&4 ; - T, *(xh T&)1 is that F(x) be nonsingular with elements of class C’ 
on [a, b], and with the n x n submatrices atisfying 
(a) T,’ + A*T, + T,A + T,F - (T,F)* s 0, 
(b) T,’ + A’T, + F*T, = 0, 
(c) T4’ E 0, 
(d) T,*B = B*T, , 
(e) T,*B = 0, (2-l) 
(f) T,(a) - M*Ta*(a) + T,(a)M + M*T,M 
(g) T,(b) + N*T,*(b) - T,(b)N + N*T,N = 0. 
Now, for 5-symmetrizable problems (1.1) for which the n x n constant 
matrix T4 is nonsingular, Jones [l] has obtained the following result, which 
affords an equivalent problem with no integral term in the boundary 
conditions. 
THEOREM 6.1 of [l]. If (1.1) is F-symmetrizable and F(x) of the form 
(1.2) is skew-Hermitian on [a, b] with T4 nonsingular, then 
~![YI = WX)Y, WY@) + Nly@) = 0, (2.2) 
where M, = M - TilTa* and Nr = N + T;‘T,*(b), is an equivalent 
two-point boundary problem which is symmetrizable, in the sense of Reid [2], 
under 
T(x) = T,(X) + T,(x) T,-‘T,*(x). 
Moreover, it is shown in [I] that the n boundary conditions in (2.2) are 
linearly independent and that the matrix T(x) is nonsingular on [a, b]. An 
illustration of a .Y--symmetrizable problem with T, nonsingular is given 
in [I, p. 2011. 
3. %SYMMETRIZABLE PROBLEMS WITH T4 = 0 
If a problem (1 .l) is symmetrizable under a nonsingular skew-Hermitian 
transformation F(X) of the form (1.2) with T4 z 0, it then follows from 
(2.lb) that the columns of T,(x) are linearly independent members of the 
kernel of the adjoint differential operator !JJZ, where %R[y] g y’ + A*y. 
Thus, if Y(X) is a fundamental matrix solution of L?[y] = 0, then Ta(x) = 
Y*-‘(x) C, C an n x n nonsingular constant matrix. Now, since B(x) = 0 
from (2.le) in this case, we have that, under u = Ta*(x)y, problem (1.1) 
is equivalent to 
u’ = 0, Du = 0, 
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where 
D E MT;-‘(a) + NT,*-l(b) + 1” F(t) T;+(t) dt. (3.1) 
a 
Moreover, from (2.la, f, g) it follows that T,“(x) = T,‘(x) T,(X) T:-‘(X) 
satisfies 
T:‘(x) = T;l(x) F*(x) - F(x) T:-‘(x) on [u, b], 
T,‘(a) = T&z) M* - MT;-‘(u), 
T,+(b) = -T,l(b) N* + NT,*-l(b), 
and, consequently, 
D” - D = T,*(u) - T,+(b) + s” T;‘(t) dt = 0. 
a 
Hence, for arbitrary h, the solutions of a Y-symmetrizable problem with 
T4 z 0 are given by y = Tz-‘(x)c, c an arbitrary constant vector belonging 
to the kernel of the Hermitian matrix D given by (3.1). 
Examples of Y-symmetrizable problems (1 .l) considered in this section 
are afforded for n = 2 by the choices A(x) = B(x) = 0, M = N = 0, 
F(x) 3 [sin x, i cos X; i cos x, sin X] and T,(x) = 0, T,(X) = [0, i; -4, 01, 
T, = 0. From Theorem 2.1 of [l] (listed in Section 2) the nonsingularity 
of F(x) then guarantees the linear independence of the boundary forms on 
any interval. Moreover, as the matrix D in (3.1) for this example has the form 
sba[ cos t, i sin t; -4 sin t, -cos t] dt, D has rank 2 for the interval choice 
a = 0, b = ~12; but has rank 0 for the choice a = 0, b = 27r. 
On the other hand, for n = 2, the choices A(x) 3 B(x) = 0, M = N = 0, 
F(x) = [x, c; c, (l/x)], c = [(e + 1)/2(e - 1)]1/2, a = 1 and b = e yields a 
Y-symmetrizable problem with 9 E [0, I; -IO] for which the rank of 
D is 1. 
4. 9--SYMMBTRIZABLE PROBLEMS WITH SINGULAR NONZERO T, 
We consider now problems (1.1) symmetrizable under a skew-Hermitian 
nonsingular transformation Y(x) of the form (1.2) for which 0 < 
rank T4 < n. If we let r denote the rank of the it x n constant matrix T, , 
then, as the matrix ;T4 is Hermitian, there exists an n x 71 nonsingular, 
constant matrix U such that U*T,U is equal to 
diag{--iI, , iI,-, , 01, (4.1) 
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where p is the index of s’T* . Moreover, problem (1.1) is equivalent to 
fQ’1 = JW4y, 
u-lsb’l = U-lMy(u) + U-lNy(b) + 1” U-lF(s)y ds = o, 
(4.2) 
a 
which is symmetrizable with respect to 
[I, 0; 0, U]* Y’(x)[I, 0; 0, v] E [T,(x), T&U; -U*T,*(x), U*T,,UJ. 
As the boundary forms of (4.2) remain linearly independent, henceforth, 
without loss of generality, we shall consider T, as given in the form (4.1). 
Now, with T4 as (4.1), if we partition the first I and the last (n - T) columns 
of T.&r) and F*(x) as T&v) = [Tza(x) T;(x)] and F*(x) = [F”*(x) F6*(x)], 
respectively, it follows from (2.1 b) that on [Q, b] 
T;’ + A*T; E Fa*O, and T;’ + A*T2” = 0, (4.3) 
where the + x r matrix 0, is given by 
0, E diag{iI, , -iI,-,). (4.4) 
Consequently, for y a solution of the differential equation in (1.1) corre- 
sponding to a value of h, it follows from (2.le) and (4.4) that 
1” F”y ds = 0,s” (T;*‘(s) + T;*(s) A(s))y ds 
a a 
1 0,s” V;*(S)Y)’ ds 
a 
= O,[T;‘(b) y(6) - T;*(a) y(a)]. 
Thus, if the first r and last (n - r) rows of M and N are separated by the 
partitioning M = p; M@], N 3 [Na; N@], then the first r boundary 
conditions of (1.1) may be replaced by the equivalent set of two-point 
boundary conditions, 
[M” - @,T,a*(a>l y(a)+ [N” + @X%)1 y(b) = 0, 
and we have the following result by direct verification of the relations in (2.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. A problem (1 .I) symmetrizable under a nonsi~gular skew- 
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Hermitian transformation F(x) of the form (1.2), with T, US (4.1) and 
0 < Y < n, is equivalent to 
%JI = W~)Y, eA[y] = May(a) + Nay(b) + J‘” F*(s)y ds = 0, (4.5) 
a 
where 
M* = M + T4Ts*(a), NA GE N - T*Ts*(a), 
FA(x) = [O; F”(x)] E diag{O,I,+.} * F(x). 
(4.6) 
Moreover, (4.5) is symmetrizable under the nonsingular skew-Hermitian 
transformation 
and 
L?-~(x) cz [TIA(x), TzA(x); -Tk*(x), T4] 
= [I, T,(x) T4 ; (411 y(x)lL, 0; -%‘G*(x), II, 
‘GA(4 = ‘W) - T,(x) TJz*(x), 
Tz*(x) E [0 T,~(x)] = T,(X) * diag(O, I,+,.}. 
Assuming some value h, is not a characteristic value of (1. l), the boundary 
conditions in (4.5) remain linearly independent, for, otherwise, from Theorem 
2.1 of [l] there exists an n-dimensional, nonzero, constant vector c such that 
c*[MA NA FA(x)] = 0 on [a, b]. Th en, if yi and ys denote vectors consisting 
of the first Y and latter (n - Y) components of c, respectively, we have that 
c*M = ~i*O,T;*(a), c*N = -yi*O,T;*(b), ys*F’(x) = 0 on [a, b]. 
Now, for an arbitrary continuous vector h(x), let g(x) be a vector satisfying 
i?[g] - &Bg E Bh on [a, b], s[g] = c. The vector g may be obtained with 
the aid of the Green’s matrix of the incompatible system e[y] - &By = 0, 
s[y] = 0. Then, from (4.3) and (2.le), 
0 = c*sA[g] 
= c*“kl - ~“6 (‘G*(a) &) - T,“‘(b) g(b) + s,” @,“F”(s)g ds) 
= c*c + y1*0, s a T;*(s) !S[g] ds a 
= c*c + yl*@, j-b T;‘(s) B(s)@ + &,g) ds 
a 
= c*c, 
yielding a contradiction. 
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Now, from the second relation of (4.3) and the linear independence of the 
last (n - Y) columns of ~-A(X), we have that there exists an n x (n - Y) 
constant matrix C*, of rank 71 - Y, such that 
T,*(X) = Y*-‘(x) C* on [u, b], 
where Y(x) is a fundamental matrix solution of B[y] = 0. Moreover, if C” 
is an n x r constant matrix of rank Y, whose r columns are normed and 
orthogonal to the columns of Cb, then for 
c = [C” Cb], (4.7) 
we have that Yr(x) = Y(X) C*-l is a fundamental matrix solution of L?[r] = 0 
such that the last (n - Y) columns of Y:-‘(X) are identical to those of Tsb(x); 
I.e., 
T;(x) = Y;-‘(X) C-C* = Y;-‘(X) . [O; IJ. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the transformation u = Y;‘(x)y, Yl(x) de$ned above, 
problem (4.5) is equivalent to 
u’ = hY;‘(x) B(x) Y,(x)u, Gpr,u] = 0, (4.8) 
which is symmetrizable under the nonsingular, skew-Hermitian transformation 
9-*(x) = [Yl*(x), 0; 0, I] 9-*[Y,(x), 0; 0, I]. 
Moreover, if 
T’(x) = [T1*(x), T,* ; -T:: T4], 
then T,* = [0, 0; 0,1,-J. 
It is to be noted that, in view of Theorem 2.1 of [I], the boundary conditions 
of (4.8) remain linearly independent. Now, if we partition both the rows 
and columns of T,.(x) and B*(x) = Y;‘(x) B(x) Yr(x) by the first r and 
the last (n - r) elements, 
T,*(x) = [Ydx), Y&h - Yz*(x), Y&)1, 
B*(x) = [B:(x), B,$(x); J%(x), %%41, 
and, further, partition the first r and the last (a - Y) columns of F’s(x), 
FAD(x) _= Fs(x) Yi(x) - [F&(x) F&)1, 
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we have from (2.1), that on [a, b] 
Yl’(X) I 0, YIB&(x) = -B**(x) rz(x), 
Y,‘(x) SE F&*(x), YIB:(x) = -B;*(x) Y, , 
Y;(x) = F&*(x) - F$), Bh(x) E B,?i(x) E 0. 
Hence, as F.(X) is nonsingular it follows that Y, is an r x r constant, 
nonsingular matrix; and, further, that B&(x) = Bh(x) GlY,(x) on [a, b]. 
Consequently, under the further change of variable, 
7 = [m ; 721 = [IT , Y,-%(x); 0, In-r]% 
we have the next result. 
LEMMA 4.3. A problem (1.1) symmetrizable under a nonsingular skew- 
Hermitian transformation F(x) of the form (1.2), with T4 as (4.1) and 
0 < Y < n, is equivalent to the problem 
71’ - Y;%*M 72 = @$4 71, 
72’ = 0, 
53711 = W?7&) + N:7,V4 = -Mit7&) - %7,(4 = -t?f7d, 
d7J = M27,W + N:7,Ud + jab F:(s) 71 ds 
(4.9) 
M’ = [M,f , ME ; Mz , M$] E MAYI W(a), 
No-[N&N$;N$,N. - 221 = N*JfdN Wb 
[Fit(x) F$)l = FAB(4 W(4, 
w-4 = [I, > - w34; 0, L-T], 
which is symmetrizable under 
s-(X) GE %‘*(ix) S(x) e(x), @(4 _= [I, 0; W), q 
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with U(X) .EZ [0, 0; Yz*(x), 4Y,*(x) Yc1Y2(x)]. In particular, if Tr@(x) denotes 
the upper left hand corner n x n submatrix of F*(x), then it has the form 
Tr.(x) zz [Yr., 0; 0, Y&.(x)] 
with Y,. = Y, and Y4@(x) = Y,(x) + Y,*(x) Y;‘Y,(x). 
Since the boundary conditions in (4.9) are merely sAplWq] = 0, and 
W(X) is nonsingular on [a, b], they remain linearly independent. Moreover, 
from (2.1), we have the following further results for system (4.9): 
Y,.B;(x) GE -B:*Y, ., Y4.‘(x) = Fz*(x) - F:(x) on [a, 4 
Ylo z M:*O,M,‘: = N,f *O,N: , 
Y*.(a) = ME* - ME + M:*@,M~ , 
Y,.(b) = Nz - N$* + Nz*O,N$, 
where 0, is defined in (4.4). 
A further simplification of the symmetrizability matrix is possible, leaving 
the essential characteristics of problem (4.9) unchanged. As the Y x r 
constant matrix Y,* is nonsingular and skew-Hermitian, there exists an 
Y x Y constant, nonsingular matrix d such that 
d*Y,*d = diag(i1, , -iI,> = a, , (4.10) 
where q is the index of -iY,@. Then the addition of the (n - r) identity 
relations 
(4.11) 
for constant vectors 71~ , to the last (n - Y) boundary conditions of (4.9), 
followed by the change of variable 
yields the following result. 
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LEMMA 4.4. The boundary problem 
el*[&] = M&(a) + N&(b) = -M&(a) - %L(b) z -*i*i&k 
e,*[&] = M,&,(a) + N&(b) + j” F$) 5, as 
(4.12) 
= -M.&&z) - NJ,(b) i J: F,*,(S) 5,ds 3 --tz*l&J~ 
with 
B*(x) EG ~PB,t(x)d, F&(X) E Fz(+, 
F,*,(X) = F$x) + (l/2) X?‘(x) = (1/2)[F$(x) + F$*Wl, 
Ml, = M$, Nll = N$, Wa = MS, 
Ma1 = M$l, N,l = Nzi4 N,, = W!, 
Msa = M$ + (l/2) Y,‘(a) = (1/2)!M~ + M!!* + Mi!i*@,W!I, 
Naa = N$- UP) r,‘(b) = WVPJ2t + Nat!’ - N%WI!I 
is symmetrizable under r*k) =!D E(x); 0, II ~YW*, 0; E*(x), Xl, 
D E [A*, 0; 0, I,+.] and E(x) s [O, 0; 0, (l/2) Y4.(x)], and is equivalent to 
problem (4.9). Moreover, ;f r*(x) E [Ti*, Tz*; -T:*, Ts*], then 
T,* = [@, , 0; 0, 01, T,* = T,* and T,* = T,, . 
Furthermore, 
CDT = 0, ; i.e., P = 4. 
It is to be noted that the boundary conditions of problem (4.12) remain 
linearly independent under Hypothesis (HA) below. For, if there exists 
constant vectors c, and c2 , not both zero, such that 
cI*(%*[511 + tl*[lzl) + ~z*(%*[Ll + tz*Ka = 0 
for all continuous vectors [i, [s, then for vectors pr, pz satisfying 
I%# - Y,-F:*(x) pa = Bk(+, + &PI), ps’ = 0 on [a, 4 
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sl@br] + tl*[psj = c, , a2@[/*.;) + ts@[& = c2 , with an arbitrarily selected 
r-dimensional continuous vector vr and for A, not a characteristic value, 
we have that 
affording a contradiction. The final result of the lemma above follows as 
relation (2.lf) applied to problem (4.12) with its symmetrizability matrix 
F*(X), yields 
@i, = MlW% , 
and the Hermitian congruence of 9, and QV then implies that p = q. 
Combining the lemmas of this section we have the following equivalence 
result, with the assumption 
HYPOTHESIS (II?,,): Not all oahes of h are characteristic values of (1.1) 
assuring the preservation of the linear independence of the boundary con- 
ditions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every n-dinznsional probZem (1.1) with n ZinearZy 
independent boundary conditions and symmetrizable with respect to a 2n x 2n 
nonsingular, skew-Hermitian transformation F(x) of the form (1.2) with rank 
T,, = I, 0 < r < n, is equivaZent to probZem (4.12), with linearly independent 
boundary conditions under (HA) and r of them expressed as end-point conditions, 
and which is symmetrixable with respect to Y* = [Tl*, Tz*; -T,**, T4*] with 
T,* z diag(@,. , 0}, T,* = diag{O, I,+.} and T4* = -Tl*, where CD,. isgiven 
by (4.10). Moreover, the following interrelations hold: 
(a) @,.B,~(x) is an r x Y Hermitian matrix on [a, b], 
(b) F,*,(x) is an (n - r) x (n - r) Hermitian matrix on [a, b], 
(c) M,*,@&, = W+PJ%, = @P,  
(4 W, = W%WL 9 N,, = --N,*,W% , 
(e) M,*,@&, = -M& + W2 , N,*,tDrNl, = N,*, - N,, . 
5. AN EXAMPLE FROM [l] AND FURTHER DISCUSSION 
The second example on page 201 of Jones [l J is of the form (4.5) for n = 2 
with boundary matrices of the form (4.6). With the choices of Y(X) = Iti 
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and the matrix C in (4.7) as [0, -1; -1, 0] we have, under the successive 
transformations u = Y;‘(x)y = C*Y-l(x)y, 7 z [l, -G(x); 0, l]u, the 
addition of the identity relation (4.11) to the second boundary condition, 
and the replacement of 5 for 7 as A = I, , an equivalent problem of the form 
(4.12): 
52’ = 0, 
t+&(a) + ei8&(6) = -z?(b) ePe[,(b), 
(5.1) 
r(b) &(b) - ~bf(s) 51 ds = YW) + [a - (~~2(W2)l 52(b) + j-” g(s) 52 ds, a a 
symmetrizable under .F* = [diag{ -i, 0}, diag(0, l}; diag(0, - l}, diag{i, O}]. 
Then, if either ~(6) = jzf(t) dt # 0 or y + 8 + jig(s) ds # 0, 5s may be 
eliminated, and problem (5.1) is equivalent to a first-order integro-differential 
problem. 
More generally, if we set 
2 = Ml2 + N,, , h’ = M,, + N,, + 1” F,+,(s) ds, 
a 
problem (4.12) is equivalent to the problem 
5,’ = AB,f,(x) 5, + @,Fz*,(x)p, 
%*K-11 = %X4 + I’L5,@) = XP, 
s2*&1 = M&(a) + N,,5,(@ + s” F;(s) ll ds = Up, a 
(5.2) 
with the parameter p an arbitrary constant (n - r)-dimensional vector. 
Now, if the (n - r) x n constant matrix [Z* n*] has rank n - Y, then p may 
be eliminated from system (5.2), yielding an equivalent r-dimensional 
integro-differential-boundary problem 
WGJ4 + W#) + I’, j-” F,*,(s) r;, ds = 0, a 
(5.3) 
where Q, and Q2 are (n - r) x Y and (n - r) x (n - I) matrices, respec- 
tively, such that the (n - Y) x n matrix Sz s [Qr Q,J s (,Z*Z + L’*n)-i . 
- [Z* n*], rr and I’, are Y x Y and Y x (n - Y) matrices, respectively, such 
that the r x n matrix r = [r, r2] has rank r and its rows are orthogonal 
to those of [Z* A!*], A E jJVI,r ; M2J and Y = [N,, ; N2r]. 
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Thus, a Y-symrnetrizable problem (1.1) with 0 < rank T., < n is 
equivalent to an r-dimensional parametric problem (5.2); and, in general, 
is equivalent to an r-dimensional linear integro-differential-boundary problem 
(5.3), which appears as an r-dimensional member of a wider class of related 
linear problems discussed in [3]. 
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